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 Abstract 

 

Coronavirus tracker web application will give 

critical associates and data. We will make a 

COVID-19 Tracker/Stats Application. A fused 

Research place equivalent boat association and 

watchword co-occasion examination are finished to 

imagine the three investigation thoughts in 

COVID-19 composition. A bit of our insights 

include:  as SARS-CoV-2's RNA matches ~ 96% to 

SARS-CoV, it is believed to be sent from the bats. 

[1] The typical results are high fever, dry hack, 

shortcoming, sputum creation, shortness of breath, 

the runs, etc  [2] Researchers' case that food and 

obstruction enhancers and treatment plans, 

lopinavir/ritonavir, picking up strength plasma and 

mesenchymal juvenile microorganisms and drugs 

including hydroxychloroquine, azithromycin and 

favipiravir are reasonable against COVID-19 

[3]This came report fills in as manual for help the 

heads, examiners and the clinical authorities to 

receive suggested intercession systems and the 

ideal treatment/drug against COVID-19 

Keywords—React, MongoDb,nodejs 

Introduction 

From a business point of view, the specialty of 

web-based media is quite possibly the most 

encouraging business sectors. Obviously, this 

portion is thickly busy with predominant players, 

yet the fast advancement of innovation is 

ceaselessly opening up new open doors for the 

acknowledgment of groundbreaking thoughts.  

While making a web application, it is important to 

comprehend that having a portable application is an 

essential for an effective undertaking. Likewise, 

when we talk about the costs, you should remember 

that more often than not and cost are identified with 

the backend (what occurs in the shadows and 

makes the application/web venture work).  

Web application improvement can be given without 

any preparation or as an extra to the current web 

form. At The APP Solutions, we can work with one 

or the other alternative, since we have insight with 

coming into the advancement cycle at any venture 

lifecycle stage. 

 

Literature Review 

There are a lot of apps present on the internet, but 

they are on little bit complicated side. So, we are 

trying to make just a simple app which would be 

user friendly and easy to use. We will use two 

criteria family group that causes disease in 

mammals and birds. [4] A lockdown across 180 

affected locales for longer than a month with social-

isolating and the protections taken in SARS and 

MERS are recommended by the Governments.[5] . 

A pandemic novel Covid was named as "Covid 

Disease 2019" (2019-nCoV) by World Health 

Organization (WHO) in Geneva, Switzerland 

.[6]This is the lethal third-age infection in Corona 
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family went before by Middle East Respiratory 

Syndrome (MERS) in 2012 and Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003. [7] After 

Rhinoviruses, Coronaviruses are positioned as the 

primary driver of the typical cold without setting 

off any disorder.[8] In 1937, the essential Covid 

was situated in bats, seldom influencing people and 

generally coursing among creatures like bats, 

camels, and felines. Later, they mutated to 

contaminate rats, cattle, pigs, mice, cats, dogs, 

horses, and turkeys.. .[9]The primary human Covid, 

known in the sixties, contaminated the nasal 

cavities of people bringing about regular hack and 

cold. Side effects in various species incorporates: 

higher breathing parcel disease in chickens, 

looseness of the bowels in dairy animals and pigs, 

dry hack, sluggishness, fever, sore throat, a 

throbbing painfulness, windedness, runny nose and 

the runs in people 

 

Problem Statement 

A simple resourceful web app which has to be user 

friendly as well as productive too in comparison 

with other applications available in the market. 

There are a lot of apps present on the internet, but 

we want to create something different. So, we are 

trying to combine features of Contact tracing is 

traditionally done manually. This cycle was 

genuinely fruitful toward the beginning of the flare-

up, when the quantity of cases was low. 

Nonetheless, manual following will get infeasible 

as COVID-19 cases keep on expanding in India, 

which means following will start to require the 

utilization of innovation. 

Major benefits of this web app are –  

 It makes all functionality easier for 

users. 

 To reduce the burden of paper 

work.  

 To save time management for recording 

 details of each and every patient. 

 To generate required reports easily. 

 Increasing transparency  

 To increase efficiency with reduced cost  

 Easily accessible at home 

 

   Work Process 

 Code editor (allows user to compile HTML 

CSS and Javascript) this section is specially 

for developers who just wanna test their 

code and collaborate with other developer 

feed section(allows client to post accom-

plishment and progress) the feed segment is 

like some other online media stage it will 

show feed of client you follow and show 

there post  

 

 We will make a COVID-19 Tracker/Stats 

Application. We will use React with the 

development of Charts.js, Material UI, and 

various modules. Coronavirus is, unfortu-

nately, spreading through the entire world. 

What can we, as specialists, in demon-

strate? We can help with spreading care by 

imagining the information. The data is got-

ten from the API and we'll make cards in-

dicating the estimations similarly as Charts 

 

 

   Home Module: -  



   This module is basically nothing but it is 

  the home page of the app in which the user 

  see all his/her following section post. It is 

  feed  section which allow user to post 

achievements and progress. It is similar to any other 

platform. It will display the feed of user. 

Profile Module: -  

There is a separate page or section which contains 

all the information regarding the user.  

Code Editor Module:- 

So the app is for multifunctionality. This app is for 

interacting with other people as well as to develop a 

web page or app as it contains a compile which is 

for the languages like HTML, CSS AND 

JAVASCRIPT.  

These three dialects are essential for making a site 

page and this compiler assists with assembling and 

run the code written in these three languages. There 

is an option for running all these languages in the 

app. Code editor helps to runs and make webpages 

for the user. 

This section is specially for the developers who 

want to test their code and want to collaborate with 

the other developers. 

 

Advantages: 

 Easy to use 

 Reduces the staff requirements 

 This system is user friendly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results: 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fetching Data From API 
 

The venture will bring the live information from the 

API utilizing Async/Await grammar. we 

additionally use React Hooks, you will have a solid 

under-remaining of React's work process; including 

information bringing, snares, envelope structure, 

and the sky is the limit from thereThis prevents any 

anonymous person from accessing the system and 

misusing records. It is better than the manual 

method as they do not have a security rating of who 

can access this program and who can.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Summing up the present wild way of life 

individuals should be fit and solid for pressure free 

life. Wellness can be depicted as a condition that 

encourages us look, feel and put forth a valiant 

effort. As we as a whole realize that this 

Coronavirus pandemic has transformed everyone, 

additionally it affected our wellbeing seriously. 

Because of this there is an exceptionally large effect 

on the wellness. Innovations utilized will be 

JavaScript, React, Node.js, and MongoDB. 
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